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6 Abstract

7 Widespread use of the intermittent hypoxic training/treatment (IHT)

8 methods in sports, military, and medical practice during recent decades

9 has provoked a discussion: “What is ‘intermittent hypoxia’?” In contrast to

10 studies from the former Soviet Union countries that emphasized mainly the

11 beneficial effects of IHT on an organism, intermittent hypoxia research in

12 Western Europe and North America was primarily focused on the detri-

13 mental effects associated with sleep apnea. However, during the past

14 decade, such a gap of division between East and West is progressively

15 shrinking, and mutual understanding on what “intermittent hypoxia” means

16 becomes clearer. Potential mechanisms underlying both beneficial and

17 adverse effects of IHT have been described. Basic investigations led to

18 the proliferation of various methods of IHT exposure and the development

19 of different medical equipment – hypoxicators – for its implementation in

20 sport practice and military operations and also for clinical application.

21 However, wide array of different protocols and measurements makes the

22 results difficult to harmonize. Meanwhile, the mode of hypoxic influence

23 (depth, duration, and intermittence) appeared to be critical for the determi-

24 nation of healing or harmful result. Therefore, special purposeful

25 investigations are needed to elucidate basic mechanisms of different IHT

26 effects depending on the modality of hypoxic stimuli and elaborate the most

27 effective and safe regimen for the introduction in human practice.

Introduction

28 Intermittent

AU1

hypoxia (periodic hypoxia, interval

29 hypoxia, hypoxic preconditioning, etc.) became

30 today “the talk of the town” among physiologists

31and clinicians who deal with hypoxic problems.

32Although the roots of this topic go deep into

33Middle Ages, sharply intensifying in the 30th

34year of the twentieth century in Soviet Union

35due to military needs, the most fundamental

36investigations were made during the last two

37decades. The number of publications indexed in

38PubMed under the keyword “intermittent hyp-

39oxia” increased from 49 in 1993 to 520 during
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40 the first half-year of 2013. Several monographs

41 have been published [1–4].

42 Many types of protocol with different num-

43 bers of hypoxia episodes, severity, and total

44 exposure duration have been used by

45 investigators, and these combinations may have

46 resulted in various physiological responses.

47 Principles of IHT application for cell cultures

48 and animal experiments (mice, dogs, cats,

49 rabbits, pigs, horses, and even insects) have

50 been elaborated. A variety of technical

51 implementations for treatment of animals and

52 humans have been tested.

53 Widespread use of the intermittent hypoxic

54 training/treatment (IHT) methods in sports, mili-

55 tary, and medical practice during recent decades

56 has provoked a discussion: “What is ‘intermittent

57 hypoxia’?” [5]. All papers using this term should

58 be divided into four main classes: (1) hypoxic

59 hypoxia (intermittent hypoxic training using gas

60 mixtures or barochambers, recurrent sojourn at

61 high altitudes, hypoxic preconditioning in stem

62 cell transplantation therapy), (2) ischemic

63 preconditioning (cardiac, cerebral, etc.), (3) hyp-

64 oxia induced by breath holding (divers, yogic

65 technique pranayama, training with extra dead

66 space), and (4) obstructive sleep apnea syndrome

67 (OSAS) and other diseases associated with

68 brainstem disorders.

69 The three first classes are generally consid-

70 ered as beneficially influencing on an organism,

71 whereas the fourth one (which is characterized

72 by the similar pattern of hypoxic and normoxic

73 episodes) is an example of the pathological pro-

74 cess. Rats exposed to chronic intermittent hyp-

75 oxia (CIH) simulating recurrent apnea in OSAS

76 patients demonstrate autonomic morbidities and

77 hypertension similar to those described in recur-

78 rent apneic patients [6, 7 and many others].

79 Meanwhile, such comparison seems to be rather

80 mechanistic because it does not take into account

81 several significant differences between other

82 factors accompanying hypoxia in these four

83 paradigms.

84 For example, most researchers do not take

85 into account that IHT methods in the vast major-

86 ity of cases use eucapnic hypoxia which results in

87hyperventilation and hence hypocapnia. At the

88same time, ischemic preconditioning which

89was proved to activate endogenous defense

90mechanisms and shows marked protective

91effects is accompanied by hypercapnia, acidosis,

92and the accumulation of metabolites absent dur-

93ing IHT. In experiments on rats, only hypoxic

94component is modulated, whereas inspired CO2

95is maintained at normal level. Meanwhile, pCO2

96and pH play one of the main regulative roles in

97respiration and metabolism and could affect the

98organism very differently from hypoxia per se.

99Intracellular acidosis due to hypercapnia raises

100concerns about potential harmful effects. In con-

101trast to intermittent hypoxia, the effects of inter-

102mittent hypercapnia and its cohabitation with

103hypoxia are the areas of research that remain to

104be explored. Therefore, a direct comparison of

105IHT, ischemia, and sleep apnea effects seems

106inconsistent.

107Although intermittent hypoxia research in

108Western Europe and North America was primar-

109ily focused on the detrimental effects of chronic

110intermittent hypoxia associated with sleep-

111disordered breathing, during the last decade

112such a gap of division is progressively shrinking,

113and mutual understanding on what “intermittent

114hypoxia” means becomes clearer.

115In this mini-review we will just outline the

116main recent achievements in the field of intermit-

117tent hypoxia focusing on recent advances in the

118mechanisms of IH investigation.

Mechanisms

119An impressive amount of scientific information

120has been gathered with regard to the responses to

121hypoxia, from the integrative systems level to the

122molecular and genomic level, such as (1) regula-

123tion of respiration and circulation, (2) free radical

124production, (3) mitochondrial respiration, (4) role

125of genetic factors (HIF, MTF-1, NF-βκ, c-Fos,
126c-Jun, etc.), and (5) epigenetic mechanisms of

127adaptation to IH. Repeated exposures to hypoxia

128have been examined for both their beneficial

129and adverse effects. The following questions

T.V. Serebrovskaya



130 arise: what are the key mechanisms determining

131 the adaptive versus maladaptive nature of differ-

132 ent paradigms of intermittent hypoxia and what

133 molecular pathways are mediating the observed

134 pathological or physiological response? Until now

135 there is no exact evidence about the precise mech-

136 anism for switching adaptive or maladaptive

137 responses to hypoxic impact. The most important

138 arguments are presented in recent papers [8, 9].

139 Many discoveries demonstrated that intermit-

140 tent hypoxia leads to remodeling of the carotid

141 body function manifested by augmented sensory

142 response to hypoxia and induction of sensory long-

143 term facilitation (LTF). More than 20 years ago we

144 have shown that intermittent normobaric hypoxia

145 augments hypoxic ventilatory response (HVR) and

146 does not substantially influence hypercapnic venti-

147 latory sensitivity (HCVR) [10]. Later on JohnWeil

148 and his co-workers [11] described variations in the

149 HVR in human subjects. There are many reviews

150 that reflected further investigations in this field

151 [12–14 and oth.]. Recent studies strongly indicate

152 that endothelin-1 takes part in this process

153 resulting from reactive oxygen species-dependent

154 activation of endothelin-converting enzyme [15].

155 The role of such gasotransmitters as nitric oxide,

156 carbon dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) in the

157 regulation of respiration under intermittent hyp-

158 oxia was excellently described by N. Prabhakar,

159 2013 [16].

160 It is widely known that during acute episodes of

161 hypoxia, chemoreceptor-mediated sympathetic

162 activity increases heart rate, cardiac output, periph-

163 eral resistance, and systemic arterial pressure.

164 Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) is the rate-limiting

165 enzyme for catecholamine synthesis. Several

166 mechanisms contribute to the short- and long-

167 term regulation of TH which are well established.

168 IH-mediated activation of TH leads to the increase

169 in catecholamine level in the brainstem and

170 adrenal medulla [9]. In our lab, it was shown

171 that a 2-week IHT course increased dopamine

172 synthesis in adult and old rats and the animals

173 with experimental Parkinson’s disease (PD),

174 especially in the right striatum, restoring partially

175 the skewness of DA distribution between brain

176 hemispheres which has been lost during aging [17].

177However, different IH paradigms produce

178remarkably divergent effects on systemic arterial

179pressure in the posthypoxic steady state [18]. The

180hypertensive effects of OSA versus the depressor

181effects of therapeutic hypoxia exemplify this

182divergence. Why do OSA and IHT produce such

183disparate effects on blood pressure? It is useful to

184consider the fundamental differences between the

185two phenomena: duration of hypoxic periods,

186hypercapnia and acidemia versus hypocapnia and

187alkalemia, hypoxic episodes occurring at day- or

188nighttime, etc. As a result, OSA ignites a crescendo

189of factors which activate the sympathetic nervous

190system and systemic inflammation, culminating in

191maladaptive, persistent hypertension. In contrast,

192therapeutic IHT activates the parasympathetic

193system and dampens other factors.

194Another IH effects on the cardiorespiratory

195system should be only mentioned here. There

196are increased alveolar ventilation and lung

197diffusion capacity, increased hematopoiesis,

198increased capillary density and tissue perfusion,

199suppressed function of mitochondrial enzyme com-

200plex I (MEC I), and the alternative activation of

201MEC II (see reviews [8, 13, 19–22]). Some authors

202[23] consider intermittent hypoxia as a multifunc-

203tional tool of a natural mitochondria-rejuvenative

204strategy.

205Besides, hypoxic exposure significantly

206increases the tolerance and regenerative properties

207of stem cells and progenitor cells. During the last

208decade it was shown that short-term hypoxic

209exposures can mobilize hematopoietic stem cells

210(HSC) and increase their presence in peripheral

211circulation [24–27]. Different intensities and

212durations of hypoxia could have important and

213diverse effects on stem cell development. Special

214study was designed to compare the effects of

215intermittent versus acute hypoxia on human HSCs

216and some immune parameters [28]. The effect of a

2172-week program of cyclic 5 min exposures to 10 %

218O2 were (1) decrease in circulating hematopoietic

219stem cells, (2) complement activation, and

220(3) phagocytic and bactericidal activities of

221neutrophil stimulation while suppressing

222proinflammatory cytokines. In contrast to the 14d

223program, a single IHT session provoked

Lessons from a 20-Year Investigation of Intermittent Hypoxia: Principles and Practices



224 appreciable yet transitory increase in circulating

225 HSC which quickly subsided after hypoxic

226 exposures. Results raise the possibility that IH

227 induces HSC emigration from niches into the cir-

228 culation, followed by homing and sequestration in

229 target tissues during posthypoxic recovery. The IH-

230 induced decrease in blood TNF-α content with

231 simultaneous increase in IFN-γ could contribute

232 to the moderation of infectious inflammatory

233 processes.

234 One of the key mechanisms of cell damage

235 during hypoxia and reoxygenation is an exces-

236 sive production of reactive oxygen and nitrogen

237 species (ROS and RNS) in mitochondria. ROS

238 and RNS generation leads to mitochondrial pro-

239 tein, lipid, and DNA oxidation which impedes

240 normal mitochondrial physiology and initiates

241 cellular death pathways [29]. On the other hand,

242 ROS function as signaling molecules in a variety

243 of physiological systems [30, 31]. Several

244 attempts were undertaken to analyze this ques-

245 tion [20, 32, 33]. It was shown that low levels of

246 ROS production are protective and may serve

247 as a trigger for hypoxic adaptations. At the

248 cellular level, intermittent hypoxia leads to

249 reprogramming of mitochondrial metabolism

250 that ensures adequate ATP generation and

251 prevents adverse consequences of excess mito-

252 chondrial ROS generation. These metabolic

253 adaptations are due to hypoxia-inducible

254 factors 1 and 2 (HIF-1 and HIF-2) transcrip-

255 tional regulation of glycolytic enzymes, mito-

256 chondrial electron transport chain components,

257 and other metabolic enzymes [8, 34]. Recent

258 studies have shown that HIF-1 and HIF-2-

259 regulate the expression of gene products with

260 opposing functions that regulate the redox state

261 [16]. For instance, HIF-1 regulates the expres-

262 sion of prooxidant enzymes, including NADPH

263 oxidases, whereas HIF-2 regulates the expres-

264 sion of antioxidant enzymes.

265 In our lab, Drevytska et al. [35] investigated

266 the role of another subunit – HIF-3α – in adapta-

267 tion to IH and physical load. It was shown that

268 this subunit plays a negative role in the adapta-

269 tion to hypoxia. HIF-3α mRNA expression

270 increased sharply under acute hypoxia in the

271 heart, lung, and kidney but did not changed

272after a 5-week IHT. Inhibition of HIF-3α expres-

273sion led to an increase in physical endurance.

274Thus, every HIF subunits plays different role

275in response to hypoxic load. It seems that

276the investigation of their ensemble functioning

277under different IH modes (depth, duration, and

278intermittence) could explain the mechanism for

279switching adaptive or maladaptive cellular and

280systemic responses to hypoxic impact.

281One of the new directions in the investiga-

282tion of hypoxic adaptations is epigenetics –

283heritable modifications of DNA that do not

284involve changes in the DNA primary sequence

285[16, 36, 37]. Epigenetic mechanisms can deter-

286mine whether a gene is activated or silenced.

287These studies seem to be very promising in this

288rapidly emerging area.

289While all the abovementioned fundamental

290studies provided important insights into

291mechanisms of HIF activation by hypoxia, they

292cannot answer as yet practical question on what

293dose and regimen of hypoxic impact could be

294mostly beneficial for animals and humans.

Use in Clinical Practice

295To the present days, intermittent hypoxic training

296(IHT) has been used extensively for altitude pre-

297acclimatization, for treatment of a variety of clinical

298disorders, and in sports.Wide spectrumof protocols

299for IHT is represented now in literature showing

300both beneficial and detrimental effects. Beneficial

301results were shown for treatment and prophylaxis of

302numerous disorders in pulmonology (chronic

303obstructive diseases, bronchial asthma, chronic rhi-

304nitis, etc.), cardiology (ischemic heart disease,

305hypertension, cardiosclerosis, etc.), hematology

306(hypoplastic and iron deficiency anemia,

307postradiation hematological disturbances, etc.),

308neurology (functional neurological disorders,

309Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases, neurosis,

310syndrome of autonomic dystonia, diabetic neuropa-

311thy, psychosomatic disorders), diabetes mellitus,

312obstetrics and gynecology (juvenile bleedings,

313toxicosis of expectant mothers, pathology of

314climacteric period, etc.), gastrointestinal diseases

315(gastroduodenitis, peptic ulcer), professional

T.V. Serebrovskaya



316 diseases (pneumoconiosis, vibration- and dust-

317 induced pathology, acute and chronic intoxication,

318 etc.), postradiation disorders of the immune system

319 and male reproductive system, and many others. In

320 this mini-reviewwe cannot mention all spectrum of

321 papers devoted to this problem. The interested

322 reader is referred to several reviews and

323 monographs [3, 4, 37–39 and many others]. Much

324 literature may be found on the websites www.

325 go2altitude.com and www.bionova.ru. Here we

326 mention just some last publications.

327 IHT clinical applications are clearly presented

328 by S. Basovich in his last review, 2013 [40].

329 Among others, he described beneficial results of

330 IHT application for treatment of bronchial asthma,

331 chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and hyper-

332 tension; to correct abnormalities during pregnancy;

333 in epilepsy treatment; for preparation of patients to

334 surgery to increase nonspecific resistance, etc. The

335 efficacy of IHT was demonstrated for improving

336 male subfertility and other andrological disorders

337 [41]. Intermittent hypoxia protocols may be devel-

338 oped for treatment and prevention of osteopenia

339 and osteoporosis [42, 43].

340 Recently, a new mode of adaptive training

341 was explored, which combines periods of hyp-

342 oxia and hyperoxia [44–46]. A novel principle of

343 short-term periodic adaptive training by varying

344 the oxygen level from hypoxia to hyperoxia is

345 substantiated both theoretically and experimen-

346 tally. Studies support the viewpoint that moder-

347 ate periodic generation of free radical signal

348 during hypoxic/hyperoxic bouts causes better

349 induction of antioxidant enzyme protein synthe-

350 sis than hypoxic/normoxic exposures that may be

351 an important trigger for specific adaptations.

352 Another new direction in IHT application is

353 developing during the last years: hypoxic

354 postconditioning [47–51]. While preconditioning

355 is induced before stroke onset, experiments

356 on animals have shown that ischemic

357 postconditioning performed after reperfusion

358 attenuates brain injury. Clinical investigations tes-

359 tify on cardioprotective impact of postconditioning

360 in patients with acute myocardial infarction and

361 cardiac surgery patients.

362 Some works are devoted to the application of

363 hypoxic-hypercapnic or intermittent hypercapnic

364treatment to clinical practice. This question is

365elucidated in the review of Pokorski and

366Serebrovskaya [52]. The effects of hypercapnia

367are somewhat surprising. CO2 is a recognized vaso-

368dilator of myocardial blood vessels; it is capable to

369substantially increase cerebral blood flow leading

370to increased tissue oxygenation. Hypercapnic aci-

371dosis may have a beneficial effect in its own right

372in severe respiratory conditions and may, paradox-

373ically, be helpful in patients with organ failure due

374to ischemia-reperfusion-related cellular injury.

375That brings us to the use of “therapeutic hypercap-

376nia,” a purposefully increased inspired CO2 con-

377centration to achieve some beneficial health

378effects. Hypoxia and hypercapnia, used in tandem,

379may strengthen the curative effects of either. So,

380intermittent hypercapnia seems an obvious area of

381future research focusing not only on the

382mechanisms of long-term potentiation and synaptic

383plasticity in the brainstem respiratory network but

384also on the health-related applicability of this kind

385of respiratory strategy. The controversies that sur-

386round the use of therapeutic hypercapnia uphold

387research interest. The potential of intermittent

388hypercapnia is just starting to be realized and hope-

389fully will be further explored.

390During the past few years, numerous debates

391about the ethical evaluation of diagnostic and

392therapeutic use of hypoxia in humans are raised.

393Although the works devoted to this problem

394obtained the approval from the Human AU2Research

395Ethics Committees, there is the lack of evidences

396about strong evaluation of risk/benefit ratio. The

397analysis of such ratio and the creation of

398standardized guidelines for hypoxic treatment/

399training application are complicated due to the

400differences in criteria for individual dosage

401and utilized methods. One of the attempts to

402solve this problem was made by applying a new

403mathematical method – “Method of Expert

404Assessing Scales” (MEAS) – for the estimation

405of IHT application safety in human practice [53].

406MEAS dilates capabilities of traditional probabi-

407listic safety assessment and allows determining

408the danger degree at the most early stage of its

409development and fulfilling well-timed actions for

410danger prevention. It includes the description of

411(a) hazard causal factors, (b) situations as a set of

Lessons from a 20-Year Investigation of Intermittent Hypoxia: Principles and Practices
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412 values of causal factors, (c) influences of separate

413 factors on the origin of basic events, and (d) joint

414 influence of factors on basic event probability.

415 The methodology provides the forming of the

416 system of indexes characterizing the risk of

417 IHT-negative effects and determination of legiti-

418 mate value scopes for basic physiological

419 parameters, creation of the classification system

420 allowing to set human individual cardiorespira-

421 tory reactivity, and development of proper IHT

422 regimen for every class of reactivity.

423 But this is just one of the first steps which is far

424 from the elaboration of concrete methodic

425 recommendations. Mode of hypoxic influence

426 (depth, duration, and intermittence) appeared to

427 be critical for the determination of beneficial or

428 detrimental effects of IHT. Low doses of hypoxia

429 might not be sufficient stimuli to mobilize adaptive

430 mechanisms, while severe or prolonged hypoxia

431 may provoke dangerous pathological processes.

432 Meanwhile, in practice hypoxic regimens which

433 are used for the study of hypoxic adaptations vary

434 broadly from 3 to 12 short hypoxic sessions

435 (2–10 min) with 2–20 min normoxic breaks during

436 7–30 days to hypoxic influences lasting from 1 to

437 12 h during 2–90 days. In our lab, we compared

438 the effects of the fivemost spread modes of IHT on

439 rat gastrocnemius muscle PO2 and heart and liver

440 mitochondrial respiration [54]. Minutes of

441 hypoxia, % O2, and recovery minutes on air in

442 each mode were (1) 5, 12 %, 5; (2) 15, 12 %, 15;

443 (3) 5, 12 %, 15; (4) 5, 7 %, 5; and (5) 5, 7 %, 15.

444 Our experimental data indicated that among 5

445 tested modes of IHT, optimal hypoxic dose for

446 muscle oxygen supply is 5-min breathing with

447 12 % O2 gas mixture and 5-min breaks (Mode 1),

448 5–6 times a day during 2 or 3 weeks. Under

449 such mode, PmO2 dropped minimally to the end

450 of every hypoxic period and recovered quickly

451 after every hypoxic set to initial level or even

452 exceeded it. A 2-week training with this mode

453 raised basal tissue oxygenation during normoxia

454 and provided higher PmO2 level during acute hyp-

455 oxia. Such mode caused the substrate-dependent

456 reorganization of liver and heart mitochondrial

457 energy metabolism favoring NADH-dependent

458 oxidation and improving the efficiency of

459 oxidative phosphorylation.

460However, we must take into account that all

461these beneficial results were obtained on rat

462models. Are we ready to propose this as a clinical

463therapeutic method? More rigorous studies need

464to be provided in the near future on patients with

465several diseases. Besides, in actual human prac-

466tice including sports and military applications of

467hypoxic training [55], the IHT regimen (the

468degree of hypoxia, exposure duration, and num-

469ber of sessions) could be also titrated to the

470mission requirements, such as the operational

471target altitude, risk of developing acute mountain

472sickness, or anticipated physical activity levels.

473Basic investigations led to the proliferation

474of various methods of IHT exposure and the

475development of different medical equipment –

476hypoxicators – for its implementation in sport

477practice and military operations and also for

478clinical application [56].

479In conclusion, intermittent hypoxic treat-

480ment/training represents a promising field of

481study in prevention and treatment of many

482diseases. The proper choice of the hypoxic

483dosage depending on individual’s reactivity

484must be titrated for each patient to avoid nega-

485tive effects of hypoxia and to augment the

486favorable properties. We can envisage a bright

487future for individualized IHT, which may play

488a significant role in the fast-developing field of

489personalized preventive medicine against vari-

490ous human diseases.
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